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Vampire diaries season 2 episode 1 watch online

We get it. From January to September, life is driven by The Bachelor franchise. As the new year rolls around, we all schedule our hair appointments, workout classes, and social commitments with the goal of freeing up Monday evenings. But the real question is, what are we supposed to do once we've
finished our weekly allotment of Bachelor Nation programming?Well, lucky for you, past episodes of The Bachelor still exist and there are plenty Alayah-esque baddies to fill your empty hours.If you're monogamous with Netflix, then you'll have to settle for a singular season — Jason Mesnick's season
(season 13) — which is cute because he has a son and Jillian Harris is on this season (she goes on to be the Bachelorette). However, you may not be satiated as there are only 12 episodes including a wedding episode, which ~ spoiler alert ~ actually lasted.If you're willing to branch out and drop a little bit
of money, you can purchase The Bachelor seasons 21-23 on Amazon Prime. It appears you can also buy seasons 13-20 at other times of the year, but right now they're unavailable.We've searched far and wide for seasons 1-12, but they don't seem to exist on a streaming platform. If you still own a DVD
player, you can buy season 1 on DVD (it's called Best of the Bachelor and is also available on VHS for $0.98), but we can't vouch for the quality, seeing as the description calls it an "exclusive home video edition" like it's 1998.While it's not quite the same, you can certainly fill your Bachelor-void with all of
the seasons of Bachelor in Paradise on Amazon Prime as well as arguably the best Bachelor spinoff, Bachelor Pad, also available on Amazon Prime. A Discovery of Witches start time, channelA Discovery of Witches season 2 is streaming weekly on Saturdays on AMC Premiere, AMC Plus, Sundance
Now and Shudder.Time-traveling vampires and witches? Yes, please. Get ready to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 online. The British fantasy drama has returned to Sky One in the UK and on AMC Plus or Sundance Now in the U.S. Fans waited over two years for new episodes; the season 1
finale aired in November 2018. The Discovery of Witches season 2 premiere followed up where the action left off: with Diana Bishop (Teresa Palmer) and her roguish vampire lover Matthew Clairmont (Goode) traveling back in time, to the Elizabethan era.Amazon Prime Day deals: see all the best offers
right now!Since it's been awhile, let's bring ourselves back up to speed: Last we saw heroine witch Diana and her roguish vampire lover Matthew, they had decided to timewalk so they can hide from the Congregation (the powerful organization made of representatives from each of the magical races). At
the start of season 2, they land in Elizabethan London, where they seek a teacher to help Diana hone her magic skills and search for the elusive Book of Life. Along the way, they'll run into some key figures important to their pasts, including Matthew's stepfather. Here is everything to know about how to
watch A Discovery of Witches season 2  online. If you're away from home and unable to use the services you already pay for, that doesn't mean you have to miss A Discovery of Witches season 2. Watching along with the rest of the internet can be pretty easy. With the right VPN (virtual private network),
you can stream the show from wherever you go.Not sure which VPN is right for you? We've tested many different services and our pick for the best VPN overall is ExpressVPN. It offers superb speeds and excellent customer service.We think speed, security and simplicity make ExpressVPN second to
none. During our tests, we saw fast connection times, and we're impressed by the service's ability to access more than 3,000 services spread out across 160 locations in 94 countries. There's a 30-day money-back guarantee if you're not satisfied.View DealHow to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2
in the USIn the U.S., fans can watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 every Saturday. That's one day after the UK airing of the show (see more about that below).The show is available to stream on AMC Premiere, AMC Plus, Sundance Now or Shudder. AMC Premiere is a premium upgrade to the regular
AMC channel and offers on-demand, ad-free streaming of AMC shows. If you've cut the cord and don't have cable, AMC Premiere is available through several live TV services: FuboTV, Philo and YouTube TV.Fubo.TV is a great alternative to a cable TV package and offers a 7-day free trial. With the
Family Plan ($65 per month), you get over 120 channels, including all the local broadcast networks and top cable brands like AMC, ESPN, FX, Paramount Network and Syfy. Add on AMC Premiere for $4.99 per month. View DealAnother good option to watch A Discovery of Witches season 2 is AMC
Plus, the standalone streaming that houses AMC shows, Sundance Now and Shudder. It costs There is no app right now, but you can subscribe to AMC Plus via Apple TV Channels, Amazon Prime Video Channels or the Roku Channel. You can also add it as an extra to Sling TV, one of the best
streaming services in the market.Sling TV offers a three-day free trial to check out all of its live TV features. Sign up for the Sling Orange package ($30/month), which comes with over 30 channels including ESPN and AMC. Then add on AMC Plus for $7 per month.View DealHow to watch A Discovery of
Witches season 2 in the UKBrits can sink their teeth into all episodes of A Discovery of Witches season 2 via Sky One.You'll need a subscription to Sky TV or you can also stream it with Now TV's Entertainment Pass, which offers a seven-day free trial (after which it costs £9.99 a month).How to watch A
Discovery of Witches season 2 in CanadaCanadians can stream A Discovery of Witches season 2 the day after the UK airing (the same day as the U.S.). The premiere episode drops Saturday, Jan. 9 on Sundance Now and Shudder.Both streaming services are owned by AMC Networks but specialize in
different genres. Sundance Now features exclusive dramas and true crime and costs $6.99 per month, while Shudder focuses on horror and supernatural thrillers and costs $4.99 per month.A Discovery of Witches season 2 castThe cast of A Discovery of Witches season 2 is led by Teresa Palmer as
Diana Bishop, a witch and tenured historian at Yale University who is studying alchemy at the University of Oxford. Also starring is Matthew Goode as Matthew Clairmont, a vampire and professor of biochemistry. They are joined by several cast members returning from season 1:Edward Bluemel as
Marcus Whitmore, Matthew's vampire son and lab colleagueLindsay Duncan as Ysabeau de Clermont, Matthew's motherAiysha Hart as Miriam Shephard, a vampire and Oxford academicAlex Kingston as Sarah Bishop, Diana's auntValarie Pettiford as Emily Mather, Sarah's partnerMalin Buska as Satu
Järvinen, a Finnish witch and Congregation memberOwen Teale as Peter Knox, a high-ranking witch and Congregation memberTrevor Eve as Gerbert d'Aurillac, an ancient vampire and Congregation memberSeason 2 will introduce some new faces:James Purefoy as Philippe de Clermont, Matthew's
stepfather and Ysabeau's husbandTom Hughes as Christopher Marlowe, a playwright and Matthew's friendAdam Sklar as Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland and Matthew's friendElaine Cassidy as Louisa de Clermont, Matthew's sisterSteven Cree as Gallowglass, Matthew's nephewSheila Hancock as
Goody Alsop, a witchPaul Rhys as Andrew Hubbard, a vampireAdelle Leonce as Phoebe Taylor, a humanAdrian Rawlins as William CecilMichael Lindall as Walter Raleigh Barbara Marten as Queen Elizabeth IA Discovery of Witches season 2 trailerThe trailer for A Discovery of Witches season 2 opens
with Matthew Clairmont brooding. "You don't know what I'm capable of," he warns Diana, who replies that he won't hurt her. Honey, he's a vampire, that's kind of what they do!The rest of the trailer provides a tantalizing peek at the couple's journey to Elizabethan London and the various friends and foes
they'll meet there.Plus, check out this video from New York Comic-Con featuring the cast discussing their hit fantasy series: (Image credit: ABC) Grey's Anatomy season 17 infoGrey's Anatomy season 17 finale airs Thursday, June 3 at 9 p.m. ET on ABC. The docs are scrubbing out, so make sure to
watch Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale online — even if you don't have cable. The ABC medical drama has finally seen Meredith Grey (Ellen Pompeo) recover from COVID and wake up from her beach dreams. Now, she's taking on a new role at the hospital and celebrating sister Maggie's impending
wedding.Grey's Anatomy season 17 has incorporated the coronavirus pandemic into the show, with Meredith battling COVID-19 for many episodes. During her illness, she dreamt about spending time on the beach with friends and loved ones, some of whom died in previous seasons. The show featured
jaw-dropping cameos from former stars Patrick Dempsey as Derek Shepherd, T.R. Knight as George O'Malley, Chyler Leigh as Lexie Grey and Eric Dane as Mark Sloan.Amazon Prime Day deals: see all the best offers right now!Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale is titled "Someone Saved My Life
Tonight." It's wedding day for Maggie (Kelly McCreary) and Winston (Anthony Hill), but will they get a chance to actually say "I do" or will their nuptials be disrupted? Meanwhile, Meredith starts her new role of overseeing the internship program and Jo makes a life-changing decision.Here is everything to
know about how to watch Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale online, plus watch a promo below:Just because ABC isn't available everywhere doesn't mean you need to miss Grey's Anatomy season 17 if you're away from home. Watching along with the rest of the internet can be pretty easy. With the right
VPN (virtual private network), you can stream the show from wherever you go.Not sure which VPN is right for you? We've tested many different services and our pick for the best VPN overall is ExpressVPN. It offers superb speeds and excellent customer service.We think speed, security and simplicity
make ExpressVPN second to none. During our tests, we saw fast connection times, and we're impressed by the service's ability to access more than 3,000 services spread out across 160 locations in 94 countries. There's a 30-day money-back guarantee if you're not satisfied.View DealHow to watch
Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale in the USTGIT fans can tune into the Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale on Thursday, June 3 at 9 p.m. ET on ABC.The broadcast network can be accessed with one of the best TV antennas or through a cable TV package.If you've already cut the cord and don't have cable,
you can watch ABC on a live TV service, like FuboTV, Hulu With Live TV, YouTube TV and AT&T TV Now.Of these options, we recommend FuboTV, one of the best streaming services on the market. Its affordable Starter Plan comes with over 120 channels, including all the broadcast networks. Fubo.TV
offers a 7-day free trial so you check out all of its features without paying upfront. Fubo's channel lineup includes local networks like ABC, CBS, NBC and Fox as well as cable favorites  such as ESPN, AMC, Food Network, FX, MTV, Syfy and more.View DealHow to watch Grey's Anatomy season 17
finale in the UKIn the UK, Grey's Anatomy season 17 began airing April 7, so Brits are behind Americans. That means the finale won't air for awhile, likely in late July. Anyone abroad who wants to watch the finale live with the services they already subscribe to, should check out ExpressVPN.How to watch
Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale in CanadaIn the Great North, Canadians can watch Grey's Anatomy season 17 finale on the same day and time as their American counterparts. It's on CTV.Grey's Anatomy season 17 castThe cast of Grey's Anatomy is led by star Ellen Pompeo as Meredith Grey, the
head of general surgery at Grey Sloan Memorial Hospital. She is a widow, after losing husband Derek Shepherd several years ago, and has three children: Zola, Ellis and Bailey.Other major cast members include:Chandra Wilson as Miranda Bailey, chief of surgeryJames Pickens Jr. as Richard Webber,
attending general surgeonKevin McKidd as Owen Hunt, head of traumaCaterina Scorsone as Amelia Shepherd, head of neurosurgeryKelly McCreary as Maggie Pierce, cardiothoracic surgeryKim Raver as Teddy Altman, co-head of cardiothoracic surgeryJesse Williams as Jackson Avery, head of plastic
surgeryCamilla Luddington as Jo Karev, attending general surgeonChris Carmack as Atticus "Link" Lincoln, head of orthopedic surgeryRichard Flood as Cormac Hayes, head of pediatric surgeryGreg Germann as Tom Koracick, chief medical officerGiacomo Gianniotti as Andrew DeLuca, surgical
residentJake Borelli as Levi Schmitt, surgical residentAnthony Hill as Winston Ndugu, cardiothoracic surgeon Fans can also expect to see familiar and new guest stars, including:Patrick Dempsey as Derek Shepherd, Meredith's deceased husbandJason George as Ben Warren, a Station 19 firefighter and
EMT, former surgical resident and Miranda Bailey's husbandStefania Spampinato as Dr. Carina Deluca, OB/GYN and sister to AndrewDebbie Allen as Catherine Fox, a urologist, chairman of the Catherine Fox Foundation, Richard Webber's wife and Jackson Avery's motherAlex Landi as Nico Kim,
orthopedic surgery fellow and Schmitt's ex-boyfriendJaicy Elliot as Dr. Taryn Helm, surgical residentZander Perez, surgical internBarrett Doss as Victoria "Vic" Hughes, a Station 19 firefighter and EMTJay Hayden as Travis Montgomery, a Station 19 firefighter and EMTGrey Damon as Jack Gibson,
Station 19 lieutenantDanielle Savre as Maya Bishop, captain of Station 19Okieriete Onaodowan as Dean Miller, a Station 19 firefighter and EMTMackenzie Marsh as Val AshtonT.R. Knight as George O'Malley, a former intern who died in season 5Chyler Leigh as Lexie Grey, Meredith's sister and former
intern who died in season 8 Insecure season 4 start time, channelInsecure season 4 episode 10 airs today (Sunday, June 14) at on HBO. While it’s supposed to go on at 10 p.m. Eastern on HBO, that may not be the case. HBO's website actually contradicts itself in the schedule page, where it shows the
episode airing at 10:20 p.m..It will be hard to say goodbye when we watch Insecure season 4 online and on HBO tonight. Episode 10 is the finale, which means we won't see Issa, Molly, Lawrence and the whole crew for at least another year. Insecure season 4 wraps up another great season, which
pushed Issa (Issa Rae) to new and great things when she finally pulled off her Block Party for the neighborhood. It was a huge success — but completely marred by an argument with bestie Molly (Yvonne Orji). The two have been on the outs for awhile, but last week's episode proved that their once-close
friendship has deteriorated possibly beyond repair.In the Insecure season 4 finale episode, titled "Lowkey Lost," Issa has happily reunited with Lawrence (Jay Ellis) but Nathan (Kendrick) is still in the picture. Meanwhile, Molly takes boyfriend Andrew (Alexander Hodge) to a work function, where they clash
again. The girls get a distressing call about a friend. Could this bring Issa and Molly back together again?Here's everything you need to know about how to watch Insecure season 4 online.Watch the finale promo below:Not in the US? Here's how to watch HBO Max from anywhereJust because HBO isn't
available everywhere doesn't mean you need to miss Insecure season 4 if you're away from home. Watching along with the rest of the internet can be pretty easy. With the right VPN (virtual private network), you can stream the show from wherever you go.We've evaluated many options, and the best
VPN is ExpressVPN. It meets the VPN needs of the vast majority of users, offering outstanding compatibility with most devices and impressive connection speeds. It's also affordable at $12.95 per month. (Signing up for longer periods of six months or a year reduces the cost even more.)Our favorite VPN
service, ExpressVPN, really shines thanks to its safety, speed and simplicity-to-use. It's also compatible with loads of devices - from iOS and Android to Roku, Apple TV and PlayStations. You'll even get an extra 3 months free if you sign up for a year, or there's a 30-day money-back guarantee if you just
want to give it a try. View DealHow to watch Insecure season 4 in the USAmerican fans can watch the Insecure season 4 episode 10 today (Sunday, June 14) at 10 p.m. Eastern if they subscribe to HBO through their cable or satellite package. If you've already cut the cord, you can watch Insecure season
4 on HBO Now and HBO Max. HBO Max is the new kid on the streaming block but it's already got a ton to offer. First, it's got all of HBO, which means you can stream Insecure, Game of Thrones, The Sopranos, The Wire, Sex and the City and all of premium network's prestige series. Additionally, HBO
Max has a huge library filled by WarnerMedia's brands. So, it's the place to watch all of Friends, all of The Big Bang Theory, all of South Park and more. Plus, the service has originals like the Anna Kendrick rom-com Love Life.How to watch Insecure season 4 in CanadaCanadians don't have to miss the
block party. They can watch Insecure season 4 episode 10 on the same day and time as the U.S. airing on Crave. How to watch Insecure season 4 in the UKBrits, there's good news and there's bad news. You can watch Insecure season 4 on Sky Comedy. However, the season doesn't premiere until
June 23 at 9 p.m. If you don't to be spoiled on what happens with Issa and the crew, check out our section on watching with ExpressVPN.How to watch Insecure season 4 in AustraliaAussies can watch Insecure season 4 on Foxtel Showcase, the Friday after the U.S. airing, which means episode 10 will
air June 19 at 10:40 p.m. Insecure season 4 castThe cast of Insecure season 4 is led by co-creator and star Issa Rae, who plays a fictionalized version of herself named Issa Dee. She's joined by:Yvonne Orji as Molly CarterJay Ellis as Martin “Lawrence” WalkerNatasha Rothwell as Kelli Prenny Amanda
Seales as Tiffany DuBoisAlexander Hodge as Andrew Kendrick Sampson as Nathan CampbellNeil Brown Jr. as Chad Kerr Jean Elie as Ahmal DeeLeonard Robinson as Taurean JacksonChristina Elmore as CondolaInsecure season 4 episodesInsecure season 4 consists of 10 episodes. Here are their
titles and short plot summaries:Season 4, episode 1: Lowkey Feelin' Myself (April 12) With Condola's guidance, Issa prepares for a mixer in her courtyard to pitch the block party to potential sponsors — but tensions rise when they discover a mutual connection. Molly begins to develop unexpected feelings
for Andrew.Season 4, episode 2: Lowkey Distant (April 19) When Issa and Condola decide to confront the elephant in the room head-on, Lawrence gets uncomfortable. In search of a real connection, Molly struggles to get Andrew to open up during a carefully architected date night.Season 4, episode 3:
Lowkey Thankful (April 26) While Molly's family celebrates Thanksgiving together, Issa and Ahmal decide to do their own thing. Meanwhile, when Lawrence joins Friendsgiving at Condola's  house, the new couple breaks some awkward ground.Season 4, episode 4: Lowkey Losin' It (May 3) The girls get
together to help Tiffany with her new baby girl. Later, Issa struggles to finalize key details for the block party and turns to Molly to leverage Andrew's (Alexander Hodge) connections.Season 4, episode 5: Lowkey Movin' On (May 10) With the block party finally here, Issa is determined to deliver a
memorable event, despite some surprises. Meanwhile, Tiffany enjoys a break from her baby, Kelli entertains a gullible new boo, and Molly attempts to put a grudge on hold. Season 4, episode 6: Lowkey Done (May 17) In need of some positive vibes after the block party, Issa ( goes out of her way to do
good for random people across L.A., eventually turning to an unlikely source for comfort. Meanwhile, Kelli urges her friends to reconcile.Season 4, episode 7: Lowkey Done (May 24) Molly and Andrew take off for their first couples' vacation with Andrew's brother Victor and his wife Lydia — and despite
their packed schedule, the trip is smooth sailing until a hotel employee steps out of line. Meanwhile, Molly begins to reevaluate her inability to let things go.Season 4, episode 8: Lowkey Happy (May 31) Issa and Lawrence catch up and talk life, careers, past mistakes, and what makes each of them
happy.Season 4, episode 9: Lowkey Happy (June 7) Issa considers doing Nathan a platonic favor. Meanwhile, both Dr. Rhonda and Andrew ask Molly to consider a different approach in dealing with people who've wronged her, and Issa extends a timely olive branch.Season 4, episode 10: Lowkey Lost
(June 14) Molly takes Andrew to a work function and they struggle to see eye-to-eye. Issa continues to search for happiness. The girls get a distressing call about a friend.
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